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# CATEGORY QUESTION/COMMENT RESPONSES/NOTES

1
Buck Phase III
Transportation

The specifications for the administrative offices and trade shops for Facilities and Operations (F&O) 
includes white fleet parking.  Will the white fleet parking be a temporary or permanent use 
accompanying the F&O offices?

APS is not currently considering relocation of its Facilities and Operations administrative offices and 
trades shops to this property. White fleet parking may continue at the property under temporary 
license for some years.

2
Buck Phase III
Space Requirements

How many staff will be at the proposed administrative offices and trade shops for Facilities and 
Operations (F&O)?  What will be their shift-hours and how will space be used at the facility? 

APS is not currently considering relocation of its Facilities and Operations administrative offices and 
trades shops to this property. Approximately 90 staff persons are employed at the Trades Center, not 
including Transportation Services which could not be relocated to this property.

3
Buck Phase III
Transportation

Why does the early years annex and/or potential instructional program swing space  need bus parking?  
Do all potential programs at the swing space require buses?

This use does not require bus parking at the property.

4
Buck Phase III
Transportation

Do buses need to drop-off students directly at the front door to the  early years annex and/or potential 
instructional program swing space ?  Can the option of students being dropped-off at a location on the 
periphery of the Buck site and walking to the educational space be considered?

Children in early years programs should be dropped and picked up as close to the building as possible 
for safety. A bus drop-off/pick-up could be considered for older children in the parking lot adjacent to 
N. Quincy St. since older children may safely walk further.

5
Buck Phase III
Transportation

Can the option of sharing the surface parking by F&O offices/white fleet and the early years annex 
and/or potential instructional program swing space  staff be considered?  In this proposal, the early 
years annex/instructional swing space staff would park their vehicles during the day and F&O 
offices/white fleet vehicles would be parked in the evenings.

Surface parking may be shared, though some white fleet vehicles (under temporary license) are not 
used every day and would remain in the lot all day.

6
Buck Phase III
Space Requirements

The specifications for the "early years annex and/or potential instructional program swing space" calls 
for 200 to 300 seats in about 29,000 sq. ft.  Can a facility with this seat range accommodate an 
elementary school if the space is used as swing space?

An entire elementary school could not be accommodated in building 4 alone, but could be 
accommodated in buildings 2 and 4 together.

7
Buck Phase III
Space Use

Will the instructional program swing space  require relocatable classrooms?  Under what circumstances 
will a swing space be needed?  Will a swing space be "inequitable" if it does not include all the types of 
school space found at other schools, such as a gymnasium?

Swing space might require some relocatable classrooms, including larger models that are used for 
physical education. Because swing space would only be used by a school for one or, at the most, two 
years equity is less of  a concern.

8
Buck Phase III
Space Use

What types of seats will be used by an early years annex and/or potential instructional program swing 
space ?  How often will it be used?

An early years annex would be used for prekindergarten and kindergarten classes. Swing space would 
be used full-time throughout the school year to replace a school that was undergoing renovation or 
replacement. The space could be used by students in any grade from PreK through 12.

9
Buck Phase III
Space Use

How is an educational use compatible with the proposed emergency/light industrial uses for the Buck 
property?  How could potential conflicts among uses be mitigated?

Safety is top priority of APS. It would be achieved through careful layout and separation of uses on the 
property.

10
Buck Phase III
Cost

Are there cost savings associated with an instructional program swing space ? Swing space allows existing schools to be renovated or reconstructed without interruption, without 
ongoing disruption to existing instructional programs, without multiple phases and relocations of 
students and without barriers and other measures to protect students and staff during construction. 
Swing spaces cost money to construct themselves but also reduce construction costs. There may be no 
direct savings, but there is reduced risk of cost increases and schedule delays, and much  less risk of 
disruption to teaching and leaning activities.

11 Career Center
Why was the incoming enrollment at Arlington Tech changed from 200 to 150 students? Incoming enrollment was changed from 200 to 150 students because it was decided to grow Arlington 

Tech more slowly partly due to space limitations in the existing Career Center Building.
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# CATEGORY QUESTION/COMMENT RESPONSES/NOTES

12 Career Center

Why are internal modifications to accommodate enrollment no longer possible? Major internal modifications to increase capacity have been suspended pending completion of concept 
design for the 800 seat addition so that they may be fully coordinated with the overall plan for 
development of the Career Center.  Please refer to the March 14, 2019, School Board Monitoring Item, 
"Arlington Career Center Update:  Expansion & Renovation", 
https://www.boarddocs.com/vsba/arlington/Board.nsf/files/BAE5SZ703D19/$file/E-
2%20Career%20Center%20Update%20presentation.pdf

13 Career Center What programs will go into the library space that will be used for education uses?
It has not yet ben determined which programs or classes would be located in some or all of the library 
space if it becomes available to APS.

14 Career Center Where does the County and APS expect the existing library to relocate? Please refer to the Career Center Working Group Report.
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